























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Change of Kyoto Muromachi Textile for
 




Key words：Small and Medium-sized Business Finance（SMBF）
Traditional industry Kyoto Muromachi（Kimono）
The connection of medium and small-sized business and textile industry in Muroma-
chi,occurred from exchange operations,which money changer start for the purpose of
 
payment collection,that kimono goods merchant sold at Edo.
Since the Edo period to the Meiji era,the potentates of Kyoto established national-
scaled financial institution not in local Kyoto but in Tokyo where consumer desire
 
strong city.
Regional financial institutions in Kyoto could become promotors and local opera-
tors,has been established.The regional financial institutions established in Muromachi
 
area of Kyoto city,does not exist.
I suppose,owning to the founders established financial institutions by own funds
 
from their birthplace Shiga prefecture,financial institutions were not required in Kyoto.
Otherwise, to the Bank of Shiga was already existed before the establishment of
 
financial institutions in Muromachi.
In present time, I’m afraid that the regional financial institutions go beyond to
 
different direction in spite of the process,which has been developed with the regional
 
industry,because of achievement supremacist.
The medium and small-sized business finance exists as a hub function which is
 
aggregation for variety of information beyond the local industrial structure and dissemi-
nation.Therefore,the regional financial institutions should carry out the first mission
 
to foster local industry.
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